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Sensor Calibration and Linear Regression Model
The fabricated sensors are calibrated in two stages before using it as a force sensing device to measure the mechanical properties of the breast tissue. In the first stage, the spring constant of each pillar in sensor array is determined using reference cantilever method 1, 2 and the relation between the sensor deflection and sensor output is determined. The AFM system (MFP-3D-BIOTM, Asylum Research, Inc.) is used for measuring spring constant. Figure S4 represents the force versus deflection curve of a pillar on the sensor array. The amount of sensor deflection is calculated as the difference between Z-direction movement and deflection of AFM tip. The mean value and standard deviation of spring constant for eight pillars is measured as 90.74±3.90 nN/μm, while the average R-square value is found to be 0.9975±0.0021. Supplementary Fig. S4 . Spring constant measurement. The average value of spring constant for the sensor array was measured to be 90.74 ± 3.90 nN/μm using reference cantilever method. The average R-square value was found to be 0.9975 ± 0.0021 which shows that the sensor array has a linear response.
The second stage of the sensor calibration is to measure the sensitivity of the sensor. The sensor is pressed on the glass and the corresponding change in sensor resistance is measured. This change in sensor resistance is due to the deformation in strain gauges.
The sensor resistance is converted to voltage using a potential divider circuit. Thus, establishing a relation between piezoresistive sensor output voltage (V out ), change of sensor resistance (ΔR), and strain (ε) of the pillar that has linear relation with sensor deflection (δs), (i.e. Vout ∝ ∆R ∝ ε ∝ ). Therefore, the sensor output voltage can be mapped linearly with sensor deflection as given in equation (1) .
where, C 11 , C 12 , C 21 , and C 22 are coefficients from linear regression and δs is the sensor deflection. Figure S5 shows the change in sensor voltage with respect to sensor indentation on glass.
Supplementary To find the correlation between the change in sensor array to the sensor displacement, a linear regression model is used. The average goodness of fit (R 2 -value) for the sensor array is found to be 0.9890±0.0014. The sensitivity of the sensor is given by:
where, V 2 = 2.4383 V, V 1 = 2.4999 V, Z 2 = 14 μm, Z 1 = 4 μm.
The Z 1 , Z 2 , V 1 , and V 2 are the average values obtained from eight sensors. The sensitivity of sensor is measured to be -6.1532±0.0991 mV/μm.
Once the instantaneous sensor deflection is determined from the linear regression model at a certain point, the contact force between the sensor and the tissue is calculated as a product of spring constant obtained from the first calibration stage and the deflection of the sensor. The tissue deformation is measured using:
where, δ t is estimated tissue deformation, δs is the sensor deflection, and ∆Z is the difference between the initial z-position (when sensor makes contact with the tissue) and the final z-position of the micro-manipulator (~6μm in the present case).
The tissue elasticity is estimated by using Zhang's contact model 3 with a cylindrical tip given by:
where, F is contact force, κ value is a function of Poisson's ratio (ν), ratio of indenter radius (r) to the thickness of tissue sample (h), and ratio of indentation depth to thickness of tissue sample. By using the table of κ-values and assuming that the tissue is incompressible, elasticity of the tissue can be determined.
3
Electro-mechanical sensing methodology
The sensor is attached at the tip of micromanipulator with the configuration that the pillars are facing the tissue core on the bottom. By controlling micromanipulator, the sensor is moved in plane parallel with the sample tissue on to pre-defined ROI.
Then, indentation along vertical direction is performed to make a right angle contact between the pillars and the tissue.
The location of the pillars on the sensor and the area covered by the pillars, matches with the pathological ROI (180µm x 180µm).
This design enables faster measurement by covering a larger ROI at once rather than a single probe used in an AFM. From a single measurement per tissue, we can obtain the data from 8 different regions within an ROI, which maps to eight points. The FE-SEM image confirms the architectural changes in the breast tissue. The normal epithelial region shows an organized glandular structure with intact base membrane, while a delicate network of fibers can be seen in stromal region. In case of cancer, the stromal region was composed thick fiber bundles with increased fenestration and epithelial region shows a ruptured layer compared to normal epithelial region. Supplementary Fig. S8 . Electro-mechanical properties of the breast tissue. The average value of the elasticity and electrical resistance measured by the sensor array for breast tissue core from each patient is listed in Supplementary Table S1 . 
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